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SUMMARY
Remdesivir (RDV), a nucleotide analog with broad-spectrum features, has exhibited effectiveness in COVID-
19 treatment. However, the preciseworkingmechanism of RDVwhen targeting the viral RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RdRP) has not been fully elucidated. Here, we solve a 3.0-Å structure of severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) RdRP elongation complex (EC) and assess RDV intervention in poly-
merase elongation phase. Although RDV could induce an ‘‘i+3’’ delayed termination in meta-stable com-
plexes, only pausing and subsequent elongation are observed in the EC. A comparative investigation using
an enterovirus RdRP further confirms similar delayed intervention and demonstrates that steric hindrance of
the RDV-characteristic 10-cyano at the �4 position is responsible for the ‘‘i+3’’ intervention, although two
representative Flaviviridae RdRPs do not exhibit similar behavior. A comparison of representative viral
RdRP catalytic complex structures indicates that the product RNA backbone encounters highly conserved
structural elements, highlighting the broad-spectrum intervention potential of 10-modified nucleotide analogs
in anti-RNA virus drug development.
INTRODUCTION

RNA viruses include numerous important human pathogens and

have caused multiple epidemics of global concern in the past

two decades. The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) causing

a global pandemic is caused by an RNA virus, severe acute res-

piratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), belonging to the

Coronaviridae of theNidovirales. The RNA-dependent RNA poly-

merase (RdRP) is the only universal gene encoded by the RNA

virus (Wolf et al., 2018), and the RdRP proteins play central roles

in the DNA-independent genome replication and transcription

processes essential for an RNA virus life cycle. Comparing with

other classes of nucleic acid polymerase, the RdRPs exhibited

unique features, including a palm-based conformational change

leading to the pre-catalysis active site closure and a motif G-

based stringent control of template strand movement during

the post-catalysis translocation (Appleby et al., 2015; Gong

and Peersen, 2010; Shu andGong, 2016;Wang et al., 2020b; Za-

myatkin et al., 2008). Therefore, viral RdRPs are ideal systems to
C
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
study the RNA-only replication and to develop antiviral drugs for

treatment of RNA virus-related diseases.

Nucleotide/nucleoside analogs (NAs) have become an impor-

tant class of small molecule compounds targeting various types

of polymerase, with the most common effective form being their

nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) metabolites (De Clercq and Li,

2016; Jordheim et al., 2013). To date, the most successful NA

for treatment of RNA virus-related diseases is sofosbuvir

(SOF), a ribose 20-modified uridine analog, that has played a

key role in prevention and control of hepatitis C (Gane et al.,

2013, 2014). Despite its high effectiveness against hepatitis C vi-

rus (HCV), this compound has not been proved to be clinically

effective for treatment of diseases caused by other important

RNA viruses. Another representative NA drug favipiravir (FVP),

a base analog capable of base pairing with cytosine (C) or uracil

(U) bases, was first developed to treat influenza and has shown a

broad-spectrum effect against other RNA viruses, including

SARS-CoV-2 (Du and Chen, 2020; Furuta et al., 2013; Wang

et al., 2020a). Similar to the classical broad-spectrum NA
ell Reports 37, 109882, October 26, 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s). 1
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ribavirin (RBV), FVP is believed to act as a mutagen in RNA repli-

cation through its non-rigorous base-pairing property, while a

higher-than-necessary mutation rate in RNA virus replication

can lead to error catastrophe and virus extinction (Crotty et al.,

2001; Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003). However, SOF and FVP

may have been the only clinically successful NA drugs applicable

to limited RNA virus-related diseases. Therefore, development of

either highly effective or potent broad-spectrum NA drugs

against important RNA viruses has become an urgent need.

Remdesivir (RDV) is an NAwith a characteristic modification at

the ribose 10-position. It was first developed against Ebola virus

(EBoV) and entered clinical trials during recent Ebola epidemics

in Africa (Jacobs et al., 2016). It has been shown to be effective

against several CoVs and therefore was immediately tested in

searching for SARS-CoV-2 drug candidates (Wang et al.,

2020a). Although RDV has been approved by the European

Union and the United States for COVID-19 treatment, data

derived from clinical trials suggest that its effectiveness is not

ideal (Beigel et al., 2020; Goldman et al., 2020). Hence under-

standing its precise intervention and broad-spectrum mecha-

nism and further optimizing its antiviral activity through rational

design will benefit the development of NA drugs against clinically

important RNA viruses in general. As an adenosine analog, the

NTP form of RDV (RDV-TP) has been shown to have comparable

or higher reactivity than ATP in uridine (U)-directed RdRP synthe-

sis (Gordon et al., 2020; Tchesnokov et al., 2019; Wang et al.,

2020c). Unlike classical chain terminators, RDV typically does

not induce immediate-chain termination once incorporated.

Recent studies characterizing RDV-TP intervention on SARS-

CoV-2 RdRP demonstrated that RDV could induce a delayed

termination three catalytic events after its incorporation (‘‘i+3’’

termination), while a similar mechanism was not observed in

EBoV RdRP (Gordon et al., 2020). Structural analysis and enzy-

mology characterization further highlight the involvement of a

thumb domain residue, S861, in inducing this delayed interven-

tion presumably through a steric clash with the 10-cyano group

of RDV (Gordon et al., 2020; Tchesnokov et al., 2020; Wang

et al., 2020c). In this work, by assembling SARS-CoV-2 RdRP

catalytic complexes at distinct stability levels, we are able to

assess and compare the intervention mechanisms of RDV both

in a meta-stable complex and a bona fide elongation complex

(EC). Although an RDV-induced delayed termination was evident

in the meta-stable complex, RDV caused only temporal pausing

in the EC. By solving a cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM)

structure of SARS-CoV-2 RdRP EC, wewere able to identify crit-

ical interactions and conformational changes contributing to EC

stability, and this EC system may help future efforts in direct

observation of the proposed steric clash. Through comparative

analyses of catalytic complex structures from representative

RdRPs, we proposed a general RdRP intervention mechanism

for RDV that may benefit future development of potent NA drugs

against RNA viruses.

RESULTS

RDV represents a unique NA type in RdRP intervention
Chain-terminating NAs have exhibited potency in various poly-

merase systems (Elion et al., 1977; Hakimelahi et al., 2001).
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Classical chain terminators such as the anti-herpetic drug

acyclovir (ACV) do not contain a 30-hydroxyl group and will

not allow further catalysis after the incorporation of its nucleo-

side monophosphate (NMP) form (Tchesnokov et al., 2009).

Some 20-modified NAs, including SOF, exhibited similar behav-

iors in RdRP intervention, although the presence of 30-hydroxyl
theoretically allows further extension (Potisopon et al., 2017;

Xu et al., 2017). Here, we compared the properties of the

NTP form of SOF (SOF-TP) with UTP in a primer-dependent

RdRP assay using SARS-CoV-2 nsp12-nsp7-nsp8 and a

T33-8/P10 RNA construct comprising a 33-mer template

(T33) and a 10-mer primer (P10) (Figure 1A). In the presence

of C, U, and ATP (C/U/A), the P10 can be readily converted

to a 17-mer product (P17) within 60 min (Figure 1A, lanes 2–4

and 12–14). When UTP was replaced by SOF-TP (C/S/A),

P10 conversion was as efficient, but a very low level of exten-

sion (indicated by the amount of P17) occurred after the incor-

poration of SOF (Figure 1A, lanes 5–7 and 15–17; for simplicity,

NA abbrieviations are used to indicate their NMP form incorpo-

rated by RdRP), suggesting that SOF may act as a nonobligate

chain terminator in SARS-CoV-2 RdRP replication (Lu et al.,

2020). We next tested T-1105, a structural analog of FVP, in

a similar assay using a T35/P10 construct (Figure 1B).

Comparing with incorporation in the presence of G and ATP

(G/A), either the combination of GTP and the NTP form of T-

1105 (T-1105-TP) (G/t) or ATP and T-1105-TP (A/t) led to faster

conversion of P10 to a 16-mer product (P16). These observa-

tions suggest that T-1105-TP is able to efficiently mimic GTP

or ATP and could allow further extension after incorporation

(Figure 1B), consistent with previous reports in characterizing

FVP intervention on viral RdRPs (Jin et al., 2013, 2015).

Different from the interventions brought by SOF and T-1105,

incorporation of RDV led to appearance of the ‘‘i+3’’ 15-mer

product (P15) on a T33-1/P10 construct (Gordon et al., 2020;

Wang et al., 2020c) (Figure 1C, lanes 45–47 and 55–57). This

delayed intervention mechanism is different from either tradi-

tional chain termination represented by ACV and SOF or non-

terminating mechanism by RBV and FVP/T-1105.

We previously solved an RDV-containing SARS-CoV-2 RdRP

catalytic complex using a T33-7/P10 construct (Wang et al.,

2020c). Somewhat unexpectedly, an ‘‘i+1’’ 18-mer product (P18)

was observed in this complex likely because of both interactions

between the downstream stem-loop RNA region and nsp12 and

the incorporation of RDV. These RNA sequence/local structure-

dependent interactions probably induced a pausing at this partic-

ular stage and trapped the RdRP in a pre-translocation state. In a

gel-based assessment, ‘‘i+3’’ product was also observed and

accompanied by extension of the ‘‘i+1’’ product, demonstrating

the pausing nature of the latter, while by contrast, this ‘‘i+1’’ prod-

uct was not prominent in regular NTP-driven reactions (Wang

et al., 2020c). Here, we increased the reaction duration to 4 h

(versus 1 h in the previous study) using the same RNA construct.

Although the ‘‘i+1’’ product diminished over time, the amount of

‘‘i+3’’ (P20) did not apparently decrease in the tested period, indi-

cating that at least a portion of catalytic complexes terminated or

became inactive at this stage (Figure 1D, lanes 83–94; Figure S1).

Asexpected, both ‘‘i+1’’ and ‘‘i+3’’ productswere not pronounced

in the ATP comparison set (Figure 1D, lanes 63–74).



Figure 1. Three representative NA intervention types observed in SARS-CoV-2 RdRP

(A–C) Left: structural formulas of the NTP form of three representative NAs: (A) sofosbuvir (SOF or S), (B) T-1105 (t), and (C) remdesivir (RDV or R). Parts of each NA

that differ from regular nucleotide are shown in red. Middle: RNA constructs used in primer-dependent polymerase assays and the expected product species

obtained with different NTP combinations. Right: denaturing PAGE analysis of the RNA species in extension reactions. A DNA complementary to the template

RNA was added to help resolve relatively long RNA products. Solid triangles indicate products derived from misincorporation. For positions ‘‘i’’ and ‘‘i+x,’’ ‘‘i’’

corresponds to the position of the first incorporated RDV and ‘‘x’’ denotes x position following the first RDV incorporation.

(D) Left: the RNA construct used in time-course primer-dependent polymerase assays and the expected product species obtained with different NTP combi-

nations following the assembly and chromatographic purification of a P14-containing catalytic complex. Middle: denaturing PAGE analysis of the RNA species in

extension reactions with G/A or G/R combinations. Right: an analysis of the production of 20-mer (i+3) with G/R combination (also see Figure S1). The maximum

intensity of the 20-mer band is set as 0.9. The average relative intensity values with standard deviations (error bars) obtained from three individual experiments

were plotted against reaction time, with the trend indicated by a smooth curve based on the algorithm of Stineman.

M, RNA length markers.
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A 3.0-Å cryo-EM structure of SARS-CoV-2 RdRP EC
indicates critical interactions for complex stability
Because complex stability level is one of the important factors

affecting the fate of product nucleic acid strand in polymerases,

the delayed intervention is likely situation dependent andmay be

affected by multiple factors. To achieve a better understanding

of RDV intervention on SARS-CoV-2 RdRP, we assembled a cat-

alytic complex using a T56/P1033 construct and compared it

with a previously reported P14-containing complex derived

from T33-1/P10 (Wang et al., 2020c) (Figure 2). By annealing

the P10 RNA to a 56-mer template (T56), three P10 can form

an array and result in a 28-bp duplexed region prior to catalysis

(Figure 2B). Such long RNA duplexes, if present at upstream of
the SARS-CoV-2 catalytic complex active site, were shown to

interact with two nsp8molecules, potentially providing extra sta-

bilization of the complex (Chen et al., 2020; Hillen et al., 2020).

Catalytic complexes were assembled by incubating the T33-1-

and T56-derived RNA constructs with nsp12, nsp7, and nsp8

in the presence of CTP and ATP and then purified by anion ex-

change chromatography (Figures 2A and 2B). We first assessed

complex reactivity at 4�C and 25�C and found that both com-

plexes can rapidly incorporate 2 nt to form 16-mer (P16)-contain-

ing complexes (Figures 2A and 2B, lanes 2, 12, 22, and 32),

except that a fraction of the T33-1-derived complex failed to

react, possibly because of dissociation or inactivation (Figures

2A and 2B, lanes 2–8 and 12–18). Although the difference in
Cell Reports 37, 109882, October 26, 2021 3



Figure 2. A comparison of reactivity and stability of T33- and T56-derived RdRP catalytic complexes

(A and B) Top: T33-1/P10- (A) and T56/P1033-derived (B) P14-containing catalytic complexes assembly and purification. Bottom: denaturing PAGE analysis to

assess the reactivity and stability of catalytic complexes by monitoring the extension of P14 to P16 upon GTP addition.

(C) The average fraction of P16 intensity valueswith standard deviations (error bars) obtained from four individual experiments were plotted against the incubation

time prior to the addition of GTP, and the fitted inactivation rate constants (kina) were indicated (also see Figure S2).
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reactivity of both complexes was not observed in the manual-

mixing experimental settings, complex stability levels were

indeed quite different (Figures 2A and 2B, compare lanes 41–

58 with lanes 61–79; Figure S2). The T33-1-derived complex

had estimated inactivation rate constants (kina) of about 0.3

and 0.6 h�1 (corresponding to half-life values of 2.6 and 1.2 h)

at 4�C and 16�C, respectively. The T56-derived complex ex-

hibited much higher stability with kina values about 0.006 and

0.009 h�1 (corresponding to half-life values of 115 and 77 h).

The slow inactivation and high reactivity of the T56-derived com-

plex indicate that SARS-CoV-2 RdRP can form a bona fide EC

with a combination of upstream RNA-nsp8 interactions and

several rounds of nucleotide incorporation.

Although SARS-CoV-2 RdRP-RNA complexes have been

solved using RNA constructs with similar length as T56/P1033,

none of these structures were obtained after multiple nucleotide

addition cycles (NACs) (Chen et al., 2020; Hillen et al., 2020; Yan

et al., 2021), making it difficult to identify structural requirements

for ECassembly. To structurally understand the gain in stability of
4 Cell Reports 37, 109882, October 26, 2021
the T56-derived P14-containing EC that was assembled after

four NACs and to identify key interactions in EC assembly by

comparison with previously reported CoV RdRP-RNA com-

plexes, we solved a 3.0-Å resolution cryo-EM structure of this

P14-containing EC in the presence of an incoming 30-deoxy-
GTP (3dGTP) (Figure 3A; Table S1; Figures S3 and S4). Due to

relatively weak EM density, we did not model the 3dG nucleotide

in this structure (Figure S4). The density of the template-product

RNA gets weaker toward the upstream end, allowing the

modeling of the double-stranded (ds) region up to position �21

(Figures 2B and 3A). Interactions between the N-terminal helices

of the two nsp8molecules and the upstream dsRNAwere clearly

observed, similar to those observed in long RNA-derived SARS-

CoV-2 polymerase complex EM structures (Chen et al., 2020;

Hillen et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2020, 2021), confirming their contri-

bution to complex stability. This typeof interactionmaybeunique

forCoVorNidoviralesRdRPsbecause other viral RdRPsorRdRP

complexes appear not to contain elements long enough to reach

upstream dsRNA about 50 Å away from the right-hand shape



Figure 3. Critical interactions and conformational changes for SARS-CoV-2 RdRP elongation complex (EC) formation

(A) Cryo-EM density map (contoured at 3 s) of the T56-derived P14-containing EC with the structure in cartoon representation overlaid. Coloring scheme: nsp12,

gray; nsp7, dark green; nsp8, purple; RNA template, cyan; RNA product, green. Numbers and solid triangles indicated reference positions in the upstream RNA.

(B) A superimposition of CoV RdRP structures in cartoon representations. The coloring scheme is the same as in (A), except that nsp12 is subdivided and re-

colored: palm, gray; fingers, light red; thumb, slate; NiRAN (nidovirus RdRP-associated nucleotidyltransferase), yellow; interface, wheat. The interactions be-

tween the two nsp8molecules and the upstream dsRNA are indicated by a dashed oval. The dsRNA clamping interactions provided by a thumb domain helix and

fingers domain motif G are indicated by two dashed ovals and the red arrows.

(C) A close-up view (as stereo-pair images) of the clamping interactions. The S861 and the a-carbon atoms of two critical motif G residues are shown as spheres.

The T56-derived EC is shown by thick representations.

(D) The conformation of the thumb tip is dependent on the interaction between the thumb and nsp8-2. The thumb tip is disordered in the absence of thumb-nsp8-2

interactions (left) and consistently folded when interacting with nsp8-2 (right). Part of the fingers domain is not shown for clarity.
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polymerase core. It is possible that the CoV RdRPs require extra

processivity to complete the relatively long RNA genome and

have evolved these auxiliary interactions.

By superimposing the T56-derived EC structure with repre-

sentative CoV RdRP structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB),

we were able to extract other critical interactions and structural

elements responsible for complex stability. Similar to other

RdRPs, the template-product RNA within the polymerase core

was clamped by RdRPmotif G and a thumb helix (the S861-con-

taining helix in SARS-CoV-2 nsp12) through contacts with major

and minor grooves, respectively (Appleby et al., 2015; Gong

et al., 2013; Gong and Peersen, 2010; Kouba et al., 2019) (Fig-

ures 3B and 3C). It turned out that the long loop at the thumb

tip (nsp12 residues 844–855) connecting to this clamping helix

exhibited two conformation populations (Figures 3C and 3D).

One population was represented by the apo structures and the

majority of short RNA-derived complex structures (Figure 3D,

left). The other population included all long-RNA-derived com-

plexes and those with nsp13 bound, with this loop flipped

away from the RNA, and formed interactions with the long helix

of nsp8-2 that bridges the polymerase core and the upstream
RNA (Figure 3D, right). The establishment of these interactions

also helps the folding of the neighboring thumb tip region (resi-

dues 896–913) that participates in nsp8-2 and nsp13 binding

(Chen et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2020, 2021). Hence the cooperation

of the RdRP-conserved clamping interactions and the CoV-

characteristic upstream interactions are likely responsible for

ideal processivity of the CoV catalytic complex, and the confor-

mational switch of the thumb tip plays a critical role in establish-

ment of the nsp8-mediated upstream interactions. It is also

worth mentioning that nsp13 molecules are likely recruited to

the replication/transcription complex (RTC) after EC formation,

because both nsp13 molecules interact with the EC form of

nsp8-1 and nsp8-2 (Chen et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2020, 2021).

RDV may induce temporal pausing only on SARS-CoV-2
RdRP EC
We next assessed RDV intervention in the T56-derived EC in a

time-course format (Figure 4). When G, A, and UTP (G/A/U) were

supplied to the purified P14-containing EC, the complex was ex-

pected tosynthesizea25-merproduct (P25).The reaction temper-

ature was set at 0�C to aid the observation of the time-dependent
Cell Reports 37, 109882, October 26, 2021 5
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extension. At early time points (0–5min), intermediate products of

19- to 22-mer were observed (Figure 4B, lanes 3–7). The majority

of these products were readily extended over time, indicating an

overall processive polymerization process (Figure 4B, lanes

8–13). When ATP was replaced by RDV-TP in the NTP mixture

(G/R/U), ‘‘i+1’’ to ‘‘i+3’’ intermediate products (corresponding to

18- to 20-mer) were observed in early time points (0–2 min) (Fig-

ure 4B, lanes 23–26). The ‘‘i+1’’ and ‘‘i+2’’ products did not further

accumulate and were mostly extended beyond the 2-min time

point (Figure 4B, lanes 27–32). The 20-mer ‘‘i+3’’ product (P20),

however, exhibited a ‘‘bell’’ shape distribution over time with a

maximum level observed around 1–2 min (Figure 4B, lanes 23–

32). This observation is different from that observed on the T33-

7-derived complex under similar reaction conditions, where no

obvious decrease of ‘‘i+3’’ amount was observed even after 4 h

of reaction (Figure 1D, lanes 83–94 and right panel). When the re-

action temperature was slightly increased (to 6�C), complete

extension of the ‘‘i+3’’ product was observed within the same

period (Figure S5). Hence RDV can induce an ‘‘i+3’’ pausing in a

SARS-CoV-2 EC, and subsequent elongation is allowed for the

entire RdRP population even under relatively low temperature.

Also using gel-based approaches, similar readthroughs of RDV

intervention were recently reported (Kokic et al., 2021; Tchesno-

kov et al., 2020).

Both structural analysis and enzymology data support the

relationship between the ‘‘i+3’’ intervention and the SARS-

CoV-2 RdRP thumb residue S861 (Gordon et al., 2020; Tchesno-

kov et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020c). This serine residue poises

near the product strand backbone at the �4 position. After the

incorporation of the ‘‘i+3’’ nucleotide, the 10-cyano group of the

pre-incorporated RDV needs to translocate from position �3 to

position�4 and likely interfereswith the S861 side chain (Gordon

et al., 2020). Indeed, the SARS-CoV-2 nsp12 S861A mutant

reduced the fraction of ‘‘i+3’’ product on the T33-1 template

(Wang et al., 2020c). Here we further assessed this effect

of this mutation on the T56-derived EC (Figure 4C). For regular

G/A/U addition, the S861A mutant behaves similarly to the

wild-type (WT) enzyme, with slightly slower conversion of the in-

termediate products (Figures 4B and 4C, compare lanes 3–13

with 43–52). Not surprisingly, the time-dependent profile of

‘‘i+1’’ to ‘‘i+3’’ products in the G/R/U reaction was altered by

the S861Amutation. The ‘‘i+3’’ product was no longer prominent

among the intermediate products and the fraction of the ‘‘i+3’’

production decreased, if compared with SARS-CoV-2 nsp12

WT (compare Figures 4B and 4C, compare lanes 23–32 with

63–72; Figure 4D; Figure S6), and its accumulation and conver-

sion process almost follow the trend of its precedent ‘‘i+2’’ prod-

uct (Figure 4C, lanes 63–72). Collectively, these data further

emphasize the relevance of S861 in ‘‘i+3’’-related intervention.
Figure 4. RDV-induced temporal pausing at ‘‘i+3’’ was observed in T56

(A) The expected product species obtained with different NTP combinations follow

(B and C) Denaturing PAGE analysis of the RNA species in extension reactions wit

and the S861A mutant.

(D) Time-dependent 20-mer (i+3) amount comparison with G/R/U combination in

Left: comparison of the relative intensity with maximum intensity set to 0.9 for eac

to 25-mer species. Smooth curves are used to show corresponding trends ba

standard deviation (error bars) derived from three individual experiments.
RDV exhibits broad-spectrum intervention against other
RNA virus polymerases
In order to understand the broad-spectrum intervention potential

of RDV and its possible encounter of the clamping thumb helix in

non-CoV systems, we tested RDV intervention in three other viral

RdRPs: HCV NS5B, dengue virus serotype 2 (DENV2) NS5, and

EV71 3Dpol. HCV and DENV2 both belong to the Flaviviridae,

and their RdRPs are representatives of de novo polymerases.

We used a previously established dinucleotide-driven assay to

compare the ATP/UTP and RDV-TP/UTP incorporation of HCV

and DENV2 RdRPs (Figure 5A). Although the HCVNS5B incorpo-

rated RDV as efficiently as ATP (Figure 5A, compare lanes 1–3

with 4–6), DENV2 NS5 exhibited clearly lower RDV incorporation

efficiency (Figure 5A, compare lanes 11–13 with 14–16). Interest-

ingly, no prominent delayed intervention induced by RDV was

evident in these two RdRPs, although low-level accumulation of

5-mer (corresponding to ‘‘i+2’’) and 6-mer (corresponding

to ‘‘i+3’’) was observed for HCV NS5B and DENV NS5, respec-

tively. We then tested RDV intervention in the primer-dependent

Picornaviridae EV71 RdRP that also contains a serine (S417) at

the SARS-CoV-2 nsp12 S861 equivalent position using the

T33-1/P10 construct (Figure 5B). In the presence of CTP and

ATP (C/A), EV71 RdRP efficiently extended the P10 primer to

P14 product within 30 min (Figure 5B, lanes 2–5). In the presence

of CTP and RDV-TP (C/R), extension with similar efficiency was

observed with more pronounced 15-mer product likely because

of misincorporation (Figure 5B, compare lanes 2–5 with 6–9).

With both NTP combinations, there were not many intermediate

bands observed (Figure 5B, lanes 2–5 and 7–9), except that 11-

mer and 13-mer bands were observed at the ‘‘0 min’’ time point

for the G/R combination (Figure 5B, lane 6), suggesting that there

was onlyminor intervention inducedbyRDVduring the entire pro-

cess. We then compared the extension profiles with C/A/G (GTP)

and C/R/G combinations. Although P16 product formation was

observed in both cases, only the latter resulted in continuous

observation of the ‘‘i+3’’ 15-mer product over time (Figure 5B,

lanes 16–19). These data together suggest that RDV can also

induce delayed intervention on EV71 RdRP at the SARS-CoV-

2 nsp12 S861-equivalent site. Next, we tested different incoming

GTP concentrations (with respect to the ‘‘i+3’’ event) and

compared the extension profiles of WT RdRP and three S417

mutants. For the WT enzyme, the 15-mer amount gradually

decreasedafter the1-min timepoint at 300mMGTPconcentration

but persisted at high level in the same period at 20 mMGTP con-

centration, suggesting that the competition between extension

and RDV-induced dissociation/inactivation determines the fate

of ‘‘i+3’’ product (Figure 5C, compare lanes 5–8 with 15–18). For

the S417T and S417Amutants, the fraction of 15-mer is generally

lower than that of the WT (Figure 5C, compare lanes 4–18 with
-derived RdRP EC

ing the assembly and chromatographic purification of the P14-containing EC.

h G/A/U (left) or G/R/U (right) combinations for ECs assembled usingWT nsp12

EC extension assay using WT nsp12 and S861A mutant (also see Figure S6).

h construct. Right: comparison of the fraction of 20-mer intensity among all 15-

sed on the algorithm of Stineman. Each data point is the average value with
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Figure 5. RDV-induced delayed intervention was also observed in EV71 RdRP

(A and B) Left: the T30/P2 (A) and T33/P10 (B) RNA constructs used in the dinucleotide-driven (A) or primer-dependent (B) polymerase assays for HCV/DENV2 (A)

and EV71 (B) systems and the expected product species with different NTP combinations. Right: denaturing PAGE analysis of the RNA species.

(C) Denaturing PAGE analysis of the RNA species in extension reactions with C/R/G combination at three GTP concentrations for WT EV71 RdRP and three S417

mutants. A DNA complementary to the template RNA was added to help resolve relatively long RNA products.

(D) A schematic illustration of the relationship between residue 417 (black circle) and the product strand nucleotide (brown sphere) translocating from position�3

to position �4. Top left: regular NMP gets through S417 smoothly; bottom left: S417G may lose the role of ‘‘lubricating’’ translocation; top right: bulkier RDV

clashes with S417 and causes intervention during translocation; bottom right: small side-chain S417G better accommodates RDV during translocation.

DNA, DNA sample only; TRX, translocation.
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Figure 6. A comparison of RDV-containing

SARS-CoV-2 RdRP-RNA structures

Three RDV-containing RdRP-RNA structures

(‘‘i+1,’’ PDB: 7C2K; ‘‘i+2’’ post, PDB: 7B3B; ‘‘i+3’’

pre, PDB: 7B3C) are compared using the two RDV-

free structures as references (PDB: 7DTE [EC in

this work]; PDB: 7B3D) in the stereo-pair image

format. The coloring scheme is the same as in

Figure 3B. For clarity, the template RNA and part of

RdRPs are not shown. The 10-carbon atoms of the

product RNA nucleotides (except for position +1)

are shown as brown spheres and are used to

indicate its moving track upon RdRP translocation

events. The nitrogen atoms of the RDV 10-cyano groups are shown as blue spheres. The product RNA positions are labeled. Capital letters with gray background

indicate RdRP catalytic motifs. The RDV nucleotides are shown as sticks. For clarity, the +1 product (primer) nucleotide for the two pre-translocation complexes

are not shown.
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lanes24–38and44–58),while theS417Gmutantwith the smallest

side chain almost did not have 15-mer accumulated (Figure 5C,

lanes 64–78). These observations demonstrate that EV71 RdRP

S417 is involved inRDV-induced ‘‘i+3’’ intervention, and the steric

encounter of the S417 side chain and RDV is responsible for this

intervention. It is worth noting that the hydroxyl group of S417

side chain forms a hydrogen bond with the 20-hydroxyl group of

the �3 nt of the product RNA in previously reported EV71 RdRP

translocation intermediate structures (PDB: 5F8N, 6LSE), but

not in pre- or post-translocated RdRP ECs (Figure S7). Hence

this residue or its equivalents in other RdRP systems may help

the movement of the product RNA and contribute to the stability

of RdRP catalytic complex during every translocation event

(Video S1). Mutations of this residue to small side-chain residues

may help accommodate the post-incorporation translocation of

RDV through the�4 position but may lose the benefits in its facil-

itation in translocation for regular nucleotides (Figure 5D). In this

regard, it will be difficult to predict whether RDV-resistant viruses

containing mutation at this critical residue (e.g., SARS-CoV-

2 nsp12 S861) can indeed emerge.

DISCUSSION

The unique delayed intervention mechanism of RDV makes it

attractive for structural capturing of the direct encounter of the

incorporated RDV and SARS-CoV-2 nsp12 S861 side chain. Us-

ing chemically synthesized RDV-containing RNA constructs in

complex assembly, two RDV-containing SARS-CoV-2 RdRP-

RNA complex structures were recently reported with RDV both

poising at the �3 position of the primer strand (corresponding

to the product strand in our work), one register downstream of

the �4 position or the S861 site (Kokic et al., 2021). According

to the ‘‘i+x’’ nomenclature and translocational state, these two

structures represent a post-translocation ‘‘i+2’’ complex and a

pre-translocation ‘‘i+3’’ complex. Together with the pre-translo-

cation ‘‘i+1’’ complex structure we reported previously, these

structures provide a general view of RDV movement track after

its incorporation (Wang et al., 2020c) (Figure 6). However, the

aforementioned direct encounter requires RDV to reach the �4

position. The EC assembly and structural analysis established

in the current work provide the opportunity to capture a RDV-

induced pausing EC with such an encounter, either using WT

nsp12 or its S861 mutants. With a similar delayed intervention
mechanism induced by RDV, the EV71 RdRP provides another

suitable system to further dissect RDV intervention.

The delayed intervention of RDV attributed to its post-incorpo-

ration encounter with SARS-CoV-2 S861 side chain is a unique

mechanism different from those represented by immediate-chain

terminationanderror-prone synthesis causedbyambiguousbase

pairing. This interventionmechanism isdirectly related to the step-

wise and periodic translocation of the product RNA strand in the

continuous synthesis of RNA. By capturing three types of translo-

cation intermediates, two in forward translocation and one in

reverse translocation using the enterovirus 71 (EV71) RdRP sys-

tem, we demonstrated that the product strand movement is not

rate limiting in translocation (Shu and Gong, 2016; Wang et al.,

2020b). By contrast, the interactions between the twomotif G res-

idues (T114-S115 in EV71 RdRP and equivalent to K500-S501 of

SARS-CoV-2 nsp12) and the template strand backbone around

the active site stringently control the movement of the template

strand, resulting in the asymmetric nature in dsRNA movement

during RdRP translocation (Wang et al., 2020b). The introduction

of RDV into the product strand may change this situation by hin-

dering product strand movement at a particular stage, for

example, the translocation event corresponding to themovement

of RDV from position �3 to position�4. This position-dependent

intervention of product strand movement may also be applied to

other viral RdRPs for RDV and other 10-modified NAs. Here we

compared the product strand backbone moving track of the four

representative viral RdRPs, SARS-CoV-2 nsp12, EV71 3Dpol,

HCVNS5B,and influenzaAvirusPB1,by investigating the interac-

tions between the product strand backbone and the polymerase.

Despite drastic differences in global architecture and primary

structure of these polymerases or corresponding polymerase

complexes (Appleby et al., 2015; Kouba et al., 2019; Shu and

Gong, 2016; Wang et al., 2020c), the structural elements interact-

ing with the product strand backbone are highly analogous (Fig-

ure 7). RdRP motif C, motif E, and the aforementioned clamping

thumb helix relay in the moving track, interacting with the +1/�1,

�2, and �3 to �5 positions of the backbone, respectively. Each

of these three structural elements contain side chains within 7 Å

to the 10-carbon of the corresponding product nucleotide. Among

these residues, equivalents to SARS-CoV-2 nsp12 S861 are all

spatially close to the�4 nt, with the distance between the 10-car-
bon and the b-carbon (serine)/a-carbon (glycine) shorter than 5 Å.

Hence 10-modified NAs, depending on the substitution group,
Cell Reports 37, 109882, October 26, 2021 9



Figure 7. A structural comparison of RNA

product moving track in four representative

viral RdRPs

Top left: SARS-CoV-2 nsp12 (PDB: 7C2K); top

right: EV71 3Dpol (PDB: 5F8G); bottom left: HCV

NS5B (PDB: 4WTA); bottom right: influenza A virus

PB1 (PDB: 6T0V). The coloring scheme is the same

as in Figure 3B. For clarity, the template RNA and

part of RdRPs are not shown. The 10-carbon atoms

of the product RNA nucleotides (except for posi-

tion +1) are shown as brown spheres and are used

to indicate its moving track upon RdRP trans-

location events. The product RNA positions are

labeled. Capital letters with gray background

indicate RdRP catalytic motifs. The +1 and �1

product nucleotides (G and R) of the SARS-CoV-2

structure, the UDP in the HCV structure, and the

UTP analog (*UTP) in the IAV structure are shown

as sticks. Glycines and side chains of non-glycine

residues within 8 Å of each product nucleotide 10-
carbon atom are shown as sticks. Center: a sketch

of spatial relationship between the product RNA

backbone and three structurally conserved RdRP

elements.
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maycause intervention at anyposition between�1 and�5during

its post-incorporation translocationevents, and the interventionat

the �4 position (corresponding to the ‘‘i+3’’ event) may have

higher possibilities.

Bycombining enzymology andstructural approaches,wehave

obtained improved understandings of the delayed intervention of

RDV, anNAwith characteristicmodification at the ribose 10-posi-
tion. RDV-TP can be efficiently incorporated, allow subsequent

catalysis, andunder certain circumstances allowprocessive syn-

thesis through bypassing the corresponding ‘‘i+3’’-related

SARS-CoV-2 nsp12 S861 site or EV71 3Dpol S417 site. Hence

RDV might indeed become part of the RNA template, as has

been tested in a recent enzymology study (Tchesnokov et al.,

2020), or affect post-transcription events. It is conceivable for

RDV to induce intervention when passing through the active

site as a templating nucleotide, because the template backbone

around here is sterically controlled by the motif G ‘‘hurdle resi-

dues’’ proposed in our previous EV71 work (Wang et al.,

2020b). Moreover, the capability to readthrough the intervention

sitemayallowRDV toevadeproofreadingprocesses essential for

CoVs, at least at the delayed intervention stage. It is therefore

quite interesting to investigate the incorporation frequency and

nucleotide sequence context of RDV at the viral genome level,

not only for SARS-CoV-2 but also for RNA viruses in general.

Limitations of the study
The current study reveals that RDV can overcome the S861 road-

block in a SARS-CoV-2 RdRP EC, while a similar mechanism is

found in the EV71 system. However, the direct encounter of the

incorporated RDV and the roadblock residue has not been

captured by structural biology approaches in either system.

Besides, the current study assesses only RdRP systems from
10 Cell Reports 37, 109882, October 26, 2021
several positive-strand RNA viruses regarding the RDV catalytic

efficiency and delayed intervention mechanisms. Assessment in

more representative viral RdRPs is necessary to achieve a

comprehensive understanding of RdRP intervention by RDV.
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SeNtInall BioTechnologies N/A

Deposited data
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This paper EMDB: EMD-30852

Nsp12-nsp7-nsp8-RNA elongation

complex structure

This paper PDB: 7DTE

Nsp12-nsp7-nsp8-RNA complex structure Wang et al., 2020a PDB: 7C2K

Nsp12-nsp7-nsp8-RNA complex structure Hillen et al., 2020 PDB: 6YYT

EV71 RdRP elongation complex in pre-

translocation state

Shu and Gong, 2016 PDB: 5F8M

EV71 RdRP elongation complex

translocation intermediate I

Shu and Gong, 2016 PDB: 5F8N

EV71 RdRP elongation complex

translocation intermediate II

Wang et al., 2020b PDB: 6LSH

EV71 RdRP elongation complex in

post-translocation state

Shu and Gong, 2016 PDB: 5F8L
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This paper N/A
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CCUGUGUCGUCGAAA

This paper N/A
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This paper N/A
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This paper N/A
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ShanghaiTech University
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ShanghaiTech University
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Peng

Gong (gongpeng@wh.iov.cn).

Materials availability
All unique/stable reagents generated in this study are available from the Lead Contact without restriction.
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Data and code availability
The cryo-EM maps and atomic coordinates for the reported structure have been deposited at the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and the

Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) under accession codes 7DTE and EMD-30852, respectively.

This paper does not report original code.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Proteins were obtained through recombinant expression in E. coli BL21(DE3) or E. coli Rosetta (DE3) strain.

METHOD DETAILS

Production of replication proteins from SARS-CoV-2 and other RNA viruses
The pET22b-based SARS-CoV-2 (GenBank: MN908947) nsp12 (WT and S861A mutant) production plasmids and pET28a-based

nsp7/nsp8 production plasmids were transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) to produce nsp12 with a C-terminal deca-histidine tag

and nsp7 and nsp8 with an N-terminal hexa-histidine tag and a rhinovirus 3C protease cleavage sequence (LEVLFQGP)-based linker

(Wang et al., 2020c). Cells were grown in LB medium containing 100 mg/ml ampicillin (AMP100) for nsp12 or 50 mg/ml kanamycin

(KAN50) for nsp7 and nsp8 at 30�Covernight until the optical density at 600 nm (OD600) was 1.0. The overnight culture was transferred

to 1 l LB medium at a 1:50 (v/v) ratio. Cells were cultured at 37�C at 220 rpm to reach an OD600 of 1.0 and then cooled to 16�C. Iso-
propyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to a final concentration of 0.5 mM, and the cells were grown for an additional

16 h at 16�C before harvesting.

The harvested cell pellets were resuspended in a lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 10% (v/v)

glycerol) and lysed by passage through a high-pressure homogenizer (ATS Engineering AH-2010) at �20�C. The lysate was treated

with 0.1% (v/v) IGEPAL CA-630 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.05% (v/v) polyethylenimine (PEI) as previously described (Lu and Gong, 2013;

Wu et al., 2020), and then centrifuged at 17, 000 rpm in an F21-83 50y rotor (Thermo Scientific) for 90 min to remove cell debris. The

clarified lysate was loaded on to a HisTrap HP column (GE Healthcare). A stepwise wash with 25, 40, 50, and 60 mM imidazole was

applied prior to the elution step with 300mM imidazole. The pooled fractions were diluted with a low-salt Q buffer (25mMTris-HCl pH

8.5, 50 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1 mM EDTA) to reduce NaCl concentration to approximately 50 mM and then loaded onto a

HiTrap Q HP column (GE Heathcare). The target proteins were eluted by a linear NaCl gradient to 1 M in 25mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5, 10%

(v/v) glycerol, 0.1 mM EDTA. The pooled fractions were concentrated and then loaded onto a Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare)

equilibrated with a GF buffer (for nsp12: 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 4 mMMgCl2, 400 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol; for nsp7 and nsp8:

NaCl concentration was reduced to 200 mM and glycerol was not included). The pooled fractions were concentrated to a final con-

centration of 10-30 mg/ml and stored as single-use aliquots at �80�C. The extinction coefficients for these proteins was calculated

based on their sequences using the ExPAsy ProtParam (https://www.expasy.org/).

A pET26b-Ub-based plasmid containing the EV71 (strain HeN09-17/HeN/CHN2009) 3Dpol (RdRP) gene was used as the original

cloning templates to construct themutant plasmids according to previously describedmethods (Gohara et al., 1999; Papworth et al.,

1996; Shu and Gong, 2016). Cell growth, IPTG induction, cell harvesting, cell lysis, protein purification, and protein storage were per-

formed as described previously (Shi et al., 2020; Shu and Gong, 2016). DENV2 (strain TSV01) NS5 was prepared using a pET26b-

based plasmid following previously decribed methods (Wu et al., 2020). The HCV (isolate BK) NS5B was prepared using a

pET26b-based plasmid and E. coliRosetta (DE3) strain. Protein purification and storage for HCVNS5Bwere performed as previously

described in the JEV NS5 study (Lu and Gong, 2013), except that a 100mM imidazole wash step was applied prior to the elution step

of the Ni-affinity chromatography, and MES (pH 6.5) and Tris (pH 7.5) were used as the buffering agents for the cation-exchange and

gel filtration columns, respectively. The yield is typically 3 mg of pure NS5B protein per liter of bacterial culture.

RNA preparation and RdRP catalytic complex assembly
RNA templates T33-1, T33-7, T33-8, T35, and T56 were prepared through a T7 RNA polymerase-glmS ribozyme-based method as

described previously (Batey and Kieft, 2007). RNA primer P10 was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies. P10 was annealed

toT33-1/T33-7/T33-8/T35andT56at1.1:1 and3.1:1molar ratios, respectively (GongandPeersen, 2010). TheT33-1-andT33-7-derived

P14-containing catalytic complexes were assmebled and purified as described previously (Wang et al., 2020c). For T56-derived P14-

containing catalytic complex assembly, a typical 1.5 mL reaction system containing 12 mM nsp12, 12 mM nsp7, 24 mM nsp8, 10 mM

T56/P103 3, 300 mMCTP, 300 mM ATP in a reaction buffer of 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.0), 50 mM NaCl, 5 mMMgCl2, 4 mM dithiothreitol

(DTT) was incubated at 25�C for 120min. The reactionmixture was loaded onto aMonoQ column (GEHealthcare) for complex purifica-

tion. Unless otherwise indicated, catalytic complex sampleswere buffer exchanged to complex buffer (50mMHEPES (pH 7.0), 100mM

NaCl, 4mMMgCl2, 4mMDTT) and concentrated to at least 2mg/ml for enzyme assays and about 5mg/ml for cryo-EM data collection.

Cryo-EM Grid Preparation and Data Collection
300-mesh Quantifoil R0.6/1.0 grids (Quantifoil, Micro Tools GmbH, Germany) were glow-discharged using Solarus (Gatan) in H2/O2

atmosphere for 25 s. Then, 3 mL aliquots of protein-RNA complex were applied to the charged grids immediately after mixed with
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0.025% (w/v) n-dodecyl-b-D-maltoside (DDM). In FEI Vitrobot III with chamber temperature at 8�C and humidity at 100%, solution-

absorbed grids were blotted for 2.5 s with force 1 and transferred into pre-cooled liquid ethane. Images were collected on Titan Krios

300 keV electronmicroscope (Thermo Fisher scientific), equippedwith K2 direct electron detector camera at EFTEM 1650003with a

calibrated super-resolution pixel size 0.82 Å/pixel. The exposure time was set to 5 s and total accumulated dose was set to 60 e-/Å2.

All dose-fractioned images were automatically recorded using SerialEM (Mastronarde, 2005) with defocus ranging from 1.2 mm to

1.8 mm and 6,118 movies were recorded in tif format.

Cryo-EM Image Processing and structure determination
Motion-corrected and dose-weighted images were generated from raw movies using MotionCorr2 software (Zheng et al., 2017). In

cryoSPARC (Punjani et al., 2017), image contrast transfer functions were calculated from patch CTF estimation and a total of

1,094,987 particles were automatically picked with PDB model 7C2K as the template (Wang et al., 2020c), and then extracted

with 320 pixels. 620,118 particles were selected after two rounds of 2D classifications and 339,595 particles were converged into

one complete protein-RNA complex class after ab initio and heterorefinement. This particle set generated a final resolution of

3.0 Å after homogeneous refinement and local refinement. In order to validate preferred orientation, local resolution estimation

and 3DFSC were also calculated (Cardone et al., 2013; Tan et al., 2017).

To obtain the final model, the structure of SARS-CoV-2 RdRP pre-translocated catalytic complex (PDB: 7C2K) (Wang et al., 2020c)

was first rigid-body fitted into the map using UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004) and manually adjusted according to the cryo-EM

map in COOT (Emsley et al., 2010). Main-chain backbone of the N-terminal region of the two nsp8s (residue 1-51) were built accord-

ing to the structure of a replicating SARS-CoV-2 polymerase (Hillen et al., 2020) (PDB: 6YYT). Further real space refinement of the

merged structure model was carried out in PHENIX (Adams et al., 2013).

Unless otherwise indicated, protein structure superimposition was done using the maximum likelihood-based structure superpo-

sitioning program THESEUS (Theobald and Wuttke, 2006).

In vitro primer-dependent RdRP assays for SARS-CoV-2 and other RNA viruses
For characterizing SOF-TP/T-1105-TP/RDV-TP (SeNTInall Bio Technologies) intervention, a typical 20-ml reaction mixture containing

6 mMnsp12, 6 mMnsp7, 12 mMnsp8, 300 mMNTP each, 4 mMT33-8/P10, T33-1/P10, or T35/P10 in a reaction buffer of 50mMHEPES

(pH 7.0), 5mMMgCl2, 4mMDTT, 50mMNaCl was incubated at 25�C for 5, 20, 60min. The reactionwas quenchedwith equal volume

of stop solution (95% (v/v) formamide, 20mMEDTA (pH 8.0), 0.02% (w/v) bromphenol blue). A DNAcompletely complementary to the

RNA template was added to the quenched sample to help resolve the RNA product. The mixture was heated at 95�C for 45-60 s and

slowly cooled to r.t. before denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis.

To characterize T33-1- and T56-derived catalytic complex reactivity, GTP was provided at 100 mM to trigger the P14-to-P16 con-

version at 4 or 25�C for 0 (quenched immediately after manual mixing), 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 30min. For stability characterization, NaCl was

supplemented to reach a concentration of 200 mM and the mixture was incubated at 4 or 16�C for various periods (0-75 h), and then

GTPwas provided at 100 mM to trigger the P14-to-P16 conversion at 4�C for 5 min. The fraction of P16 intensity values was fitted to a

single-exponential decay model to estimate the inactivation rate constant (kina) of the catalytic complex. For a better estimation of

kina, the intensity of P14 failed to convert after 0min incubation was used to adjust the P14 intensity (subtracted) measured from other

incubation time points.

For RDV-TP incorporation with T33-7-derived catalytic complex, a typical 20 mL reaction mixture containing 100 mMGTP, 100 mM

RDV-TP or ATP, and 4 mM catalytic complex in a reaction buffer of 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.0), 100 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 4 mM DTT

was incubated at 6�C. For RDV-TP incorporation with T56-derived catalytic complex, a typical 20 mL reaction mixture containing

100 mM GTP, 100 mM RDV-TP or ATP, 100 mM UTP, and 4 mM catalytic complex in buffer 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.0), 100 mM NaCl,

4 mM MgCl2, 4 mM DTT was incubated at 0�C (ice-water mixture).

For EV71 RdRP assays, a 20-ml reaction mixture containing 4 mM T33-1/P10 construct, 6 mM 3Dpol, 30 mM NaCl, 50 mM KCl,

50 mM HEPES (pH 7.0), 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM TCEP was pre-incubated at 22.5�C for 15 min, Then 300 mM CTP, 300 mM ATP (or

RDV-TP), various concentrations of GTP (20-300 mM) were provided to initiate the reaction. For DENV2 RdRP assays, a typical

20-ml reactionmixture containing 6 mMDENV2 NS5, 300 mMATP or RDV-TP, 300 mMUTP, 4 mMT30/P2 construct in a reaction buffer

of 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 5 mMMgCl2, 5 mM DTT, 20 mM NaCl was incubated at 30�C for 15, 60, 120 min. The HCV RdRP assays are

the same as the DENV2 assays except that 50mMMES (pH 6.5) and 3mMMgCl2 were used in the reaction buffer and the incubation

time points were for 5, 15, 60 min.

Unless otherwise indicated, gel electrophoresis and RNA visualization by Stains-All (Sigma-Aldrich) staining were performed as

previously described (Wang et al., 2020c; Wu et al., 2020) and band intensity quantification was performed using ImageJ (https://

imagej.nih.gov/ij).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Band intensity quantification was performed using ImageJ. All reported cryo-EM structure resolutions were based on gold-standard

FSC 0.143 criteria (Rosenthal and Henderson, 2003).
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